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ABSTRACT: A stable and scalable polymer-stabilized liquid crystal window which electrically switches from transparent to opaque has
been fabricated. Scanning electron microscope measurement shows that higher polymer concentration will induce denser polymer net-
work in polymer stabilized liquid crystal system and then stronger anchoring force between polymer network and liquid crystal mole-
cules, which resulting in larger operating voltage. The cell with larger cell gap has a lower saturated transmittance in the voltage-on
state, which attributed to a larger number of scattering domains in thick cell. The optimized cell exhibits a highly transparent voltage-
off state (3.5% haze) and a voltage-on scattering state (98% haze) with the threshold voltage of around 20 V. The durability test shows
that the optical device switches at least 100,000 times without degradation of optical contrast and shows a high temperature tolerance.
Meanwhile, a 40 × 50 cm2 window has been developed in an industrial production line showing the same optical properties. Our results
demonstrate the fabrication of smart windows with a highly transparent rest state and high optical contrast on a commercial mass pro-
duction scale, making them attractive for applications in buildings, automobiles, and switchable sunglasses for light management and
potentially energy saving. © 2020 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2020, 137, 48917.
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INTRODUCTION

Smart windows that enable electronic control of visible and infra-
red light have attracted extensive attention in both academia and
industry due to their potential for architectural aesthetics, occu-
pant comfort, and energy efficiency.1,2 Currently, various
methods are known to fabricate such windows.3,4 However, tak-
ing into account the specific properties of window glass in build-
ings or vehicles, one strict rule has to be considered: switching
from an unpowered, transparent rest state to opaque on applica-
tion of an external stimulus has to be possible. Currently, two

different technologies are commonly used for this purpose: elec-
trochromic2,3,5 and polymer/liquid crystal systems.6,7

Polymer/liquid crystal systems have particular advantages such as
fast switching, easy regulation, and low-cost preparation.7–9 On
the basis of polymer concentration, two types of polymer/liquid
crystal systems have been developed in the past. One type is
known as polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs).10 In these
windows, LCs are dispersed as droplets in a continuous polymer
matrix. Due to the dense polymer network, the anchoring force
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inhibits the reorientation of the LC directors, which results in a
high driving voltage for switching.11 Besides, reverse-mode (rest
state is transparent) PDLC through coating an alignment layer
and refractive index matching has also been demonstrated.12

However, the transparency at power off state still needs further
improvement. The other form of a polymer/liquid crystal system
is called polymer stabilized liquid crystals (PSLC).13–15 In this
system, the LC materials represent the continuous matrix, while a
small amount of polymer network (typically a few percent in
weight) is dissolved in the anisotropic fluid.13,14 Due to the
smaller polymer concentration, PSLC-based smart windows
exhibit a highly transparent state and lower driving voltage com-
pared to PDLC films. However, the relatively weak haze of PSLC
in the scattering state, that is, 40–50%, significantly limits its
applications.16 Meng et al. recently reported a type of reverse-
mode PSLC window by introducing an inhomogeneous align-
ment surface.9 The haze of this window in the voltage-on state
can be enhanced to 64%, which is still lower than PDLC-based
windows. Jeon et al. found that low-temperature curing can
increase the haze in the scattering state, but this required a high
operation voltage (58 V) to maintain the scattering.17 In our pre-
vious work, doping a dichroic dye can help to increase off–on
state contrast of PSLC devices,18 while it will bring on a poten-
tially stability problem due to degradation of the dichroic dye
under ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Besides these examples, the
scalability and stability of PSLC-based devices has been rarely
investigated.15–19

In this work, we fabricated reverse-mode PSLC smart windows
with a homeotropic polyimide (PI) alignment layer. Usually, the
azimuthal LC anchoring force is determined by mechanical
buffing on the PI alignment layer. The homeotropic PI is used to
induce 90� pretilt angle for vertical alignment, which guarantee a
great homeotropic off state for PSLC cell. By optimizing the con-
centration of the polymer and the cell gap, we obtained an opti-
mized PSLC smart window with an off-state haze of 3.5% and on
state haze of 98%. Reliability tests show that the PSLC smart win-
dows exhibit a superior switching reliability and high temperature
stability. Furthermore, we have taken a first step toward scaling
up the windows by developing a generation 2.5 (G 2.5, size
40 × 50 cm2) industrial production line, and a G2.5 prototype of
PSLC smart device with excellent electro-optical properties is
demonstrated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The operating principle behind the reverse-mode PSLC-based
smart window involves the use of an electric field to switch

between a transparent rest state and a scattering on state.
Figure 1(a) shows the schematics of a reverse-mode PSLC device
without and with an applied AC voltage. In the voltage-off state,
the LC director is homeotropically aligned due the presence of
the vertical PI alignment layer. This alignment is further stabi-
lized by the polymer network. In this voltage-off state, the inci-
dent light is transmitted, and the cell is transparent. In the
voltage-on state, the negative dielectric anisotropy LC reorients,
deviating from the vertically alignment. LC molecules in the
vicinity of the polymer network keep their original orientations,
while the bulk LC molecules reorient to various azimuthal and
polar angles, resulting in randomly aligned polydomains.9 As a
consequence, the incident light is strongly scattered by the differ-
ent refractive indices, causing the cell to become opaque.

For the fabrication of the PSLC devices, the LC mixture consisted of
both reactive (polymerizable) and nonreactive (nonpolymerizable)
mesogens mixed with a photo-initiator. The nematic nonreactive LC
mixture HNG30400 with negative dielectric anisotropy was chosen.
The homeotropic aligned LC director will reorient upon application
of an AC electric field. Diacrylate monomer RM82 was chosen
which can be polymerized under UV irradiation. Scheme 1 shows
the molecular structures of the chemicals used for the fabrication of
PSLC devices. HNG30400 is a mixed liquid crystal, whose structures
are not provided by supplier. We prepared LC mixtures by mixing
96.9 wt % of HNG30400 with 3 wt % of the diacrylate monomer
RM82 and 0.1 wt % of the photo-initiator Irgacure 651. Cells with a
size of 3 x 3 cm2 were constructed from ITO-covered glass coated
with a homeotropic PI layer and separated by uniformly dispersed
glass spheres with a diameter of 5 μm to control the cell gap. The
cells were filled with the LC mixture by capillary action and photo-
polymerized by irradiating with UV light. In the rest state, the PSLC
cells were clear, with a transmittance of 96.8% at a wavelength of
550 nm, and a haze of 3.5% [Figure 1(b,c)]. A background pattern
placed behind the cell was clearly visible, confirming a transparent
state [Figure 1(b)]. When we applied 40 V, the cell switched to a
scattering state and the background pattern was obscured. The
transmittance was 10.1%, with a haze of 91% [Figure 1(c)]. When
the transmittance (haze) was plotted as function of the applied AC
voltage, it became clear that 40 V was required to switch between a
high transparent and scattering state [Figure 1(c)]. Polarization opti-
cal microscopy confirms a dark state (homeotropic state) at 0 V
between cross polarizer while a clear state (scattering state) is
observed at 40 V [Figure 1(d)].

To investigate the effect of the polymer concentration on the
electro-optical properties of the PSLC cells, cells containing dif-
ferent concentrations of diacrylate LC monomer were prepared.

Scheme 1. Molecular structure of diacrylate monomer RM82 and photoinitiator Irgacure 651 (I-651).
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The transmittance spectra were measured while increasing the
AC voltage. The transmittance–voltage (T–V) curves of the
devices are shown in Figure 2(a). It is apparent that the maxi-
mum transmittance of the cells at zero voltage was independent
of the polymer concentration. For a typical PSLC system, a few
amounts of polymer network are dissolved in liquid crystals. The
basic idea of introducing a polymer network into the LC matrix
is a transfer of the orientational order of the LC mesophase to
the polymer network during polymerization, and thus stabiliza-
tion of the original texture. For the cell without polymer, the LC
molecules would rotate freely under applied voltage, from a
homeotropic monodomain to a planar monodomain, which
resulted in an almost unchanged transmittance. When 3% poly-
mer was present, the transmittance of the cell decreased upon

increasing the voltage because of multidomain scattering. This
light scattering is due to the presence of the network, keeping LC
molecules in the vicinity of the polymer strands in their original
orientation, while the bulk material reorients under field applica-
tion. As the polymer concentration is increased from 3 to 9%, a
larger threshold voltage (Vth) was required to switch the cell to
the scattering state, along with a higher saturation voltage (Vsat)
[Figure 2(b)]. Here, the Vth and Vsat are defined as the voltages at
which 90 and 10% of the maximum transmittance is measured in
the voltage ramp-down transmittance curve, respectively.20

The increase of Vth and Vsat might be due to the increasing inter-
face area between LC and polymer, giving rise to an enhanced
anchoring force.21,22 When the polymer concentration was

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the PSLC-based system in the voltage-off state and voltage-on state. (b) Photograph of the PSLC cell in the off state
and on state (40 V) (size 3 × 3 cm2). (c) Transmittance–voltage (T–V) curves and haze characteristic of the PSLC cell. (d) POM images of the cell in the off
state (0 V) and on state. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 3. Top view SEM images of polymer network from different monomer concentrations (the scale bar is 10 μm). Zoom-in images with a scale bar of
1 μm are showed in the top right corner of each picture. (a) 3, (b) 7, (c) 9, and (d) 20% monomer concentration. (e) Sectional view SEM image of polymer
network from 7% monomer concentration. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2. (a) Transmittance–voltage (T–V) curves of PSLC cells prepared without monomer or with different monomer concentrations. (b) Threshold volt-
age (Vth) and saturation voltage (Vsat) of the PSLC cells with different monomer concentrations. (c) T–V curves of PSLC cells with different cell gaps.
(d) Haze–voltage (H–V) curves of PSLC cells with different cell gap. (e) Vth and Vsat of PSLC cells with different cell gaps. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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further increased to 20%, the polymer network anchoring force
was too high, and the electro-optical response was lost. We inves-
tigated the morphology of the polymer network by using scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM). The top-view images reveal a
finely structured polymer networks with pores of a fairly uniform

round shape [Figure 3(a–d)]. Increasing the concentration of the
polymer from 3 to 20% resulted in a decrease in the size of the
pores, indicating that the density of the polymer network had
increased. The increase in density of the polymer network sug-
gests that the total LC/polymer interfacial area was larger,

Figure 5. (a) Prototype of a G2.5 size (40 × 50 cm2) window in the off state (0 V) and on state (40 V). (b) Transmittance of G2.5 size window versus wave-
length under applying different voltages. A video of this switching action may be found in the Supporting information. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 4. (a) Transmittance versus time for Sample 1 (kept in room temperature) and Sample 2 (kept in an oven at 80 �C). (b) Transmittance of a PSLC cell
in the off state and on state as a function of switching times. (c) Response time of PSLC cells. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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resulting in a stronger anchoring force between polymer network
and LC.22,23 This, in turn, resulted in the observed high threshold
and saturation voltage. Sectional view image [Figure 3(e)] shows
a continuous network which fills the whole cell, connecting both
glass substrates, which is a characteristic property of network in
PSLC system.14 From the above results, the PSLC cell that con-
tains 3% polymer shows a high contrast and low operating volt-
age. Therefore, this cell was investigated further.

The dependence of the electro-optical properties on the cell gap was
further investigated. The T–V curves of the various cells are shown
in Figure 2(c). The transmittance in the off state does not vary when
the cell gap was less than 25 μm. It decreased when the cell gap was
increased to 65 μm. For example, in the off state, the transmittance
of a 25 μm cell was 95% and that of a 65 μm cell was 87%, which
might be attributed to the presence of a larger number of scattering
domains in the 65 μm cell. This also explains why the cells with a
larger cell gap have a lower saturated transmittance in the voltage-
on state, which corresponds to the haze performance of cells, as is
presented in Figure 2(d). The operating voltage of the PSLC devices
with different cell thickness was found to be almost proportional to
the cell thickness [Figure 2(e)]. For PSLC system, the polymer net-
work in the liquid crystal layer is aligned in the homeotropic direc-
tion, because of the monomer reactions in the liquid crystal phase.
The liquid crystal molecules are then aligned by the polymer net-
work and the operating voltages of PSLC devices are determined by
the bulk effect of the polymer network, not the surface effect of the
alignment layer. Based on these results, it was concluded that a
15 μm spaced cell has the best characteristics with respect to the
amount of material used and the voltage-off transparent and
voltage-on scattering state.

The storage reliability of PSLC cells was tested at high temperatures.
One cell (Sample 2) was kept in an environment of 80 �C and
another cell (Sample 1) at room temperature as a control for a dura-
tion of 150 h. In the off state, the transmittance of Sample 2 fluctu-
ates less than 5% in such a harsh storage environment compared to
Sample 1 [Figure 4(a)]. The on-state transmittance is the same as
for the control device. The result reveals that our cells have an excel-
lent stability. For the switching endurance test, a cell was subjected
to an applied voltage of 40 V and switched on and off every 3 s.
The fatigue of the cell is illustrated by plotting the transmittance as
a function of time, as shown in Figure 4(b). The unchanged trans-
mittance of the smart window in the off state and on state indicates
that this cell is stable over the course of switching 100,000 times.
The native response time for a PSLC sample is shown in a plot of
transmittance as a function of time, as shown in Figure 4(c). The
transmittance drops down to 10% of its maximum value upon
applying voltage with a switch-on time of approximately 21 ms.
After the voltage is removed, the transmittance returns to the origi-
nal value in 6 ms. Although the response time is longer compared
with that of LC materials system employed in display devices, the
switching time reported here may be sufficiently short to use these
PSLC devices for the applications of smart windows.

To show the industrial relevance of our findings, a first step toward
upscaling our cell was undertaken. By using a generation 2.5 (G 2.5,
size 40 × 50 cm2) industrial production line (see Figure S1,
Supporting information) and using the optimized device parameters

(3% polymer, 15 μm cell gap), a G2.5 prototype smart window was
fabricated. The transparency of this large size window in the off and
on state is shown in Figure 5(a). In the off state, the window was
transparent and the outdoor environment was clearly visible. In the
on state (40 V), the window turned opaque, and the outdoor envi-
ronment became obscured. Figure 5(b) shows the transmission spec-
trum of the large size window under applying various voltages. It
shows a high transmittance at 0 and 10 V; more than 95% from
500 to 800 nm. At 20 V, the transmittance started to drop. It sug-
gests that the threshold voltage of the window is around 20 V,
which is consistent with the threshold voltage of the PSLC cells with
the same cell gap [Figure 2(e)]. When 40 V was applied, the trans-
mittance decreased dramatically, to less than 10% in the whole visi-
ble region, proving a strong opaque state. The characteristics of the
T–V of the large size window are consistent with that of the PSLC
cells. These results show that it is feasible to make large sized PSLC
based smart windows on an industrially relevant scale.

CONCLUSIONS

A stable and scalable polymer-stabilized liquid crystal window
which electrically switches from transparent to opaque has been
fabricated. We have demonstrated that both the polymer concen-
tration and cell gap play an important role in the electrical-
optical properties of the windows. The optimized window
exhibits a large haze (98% haze) in the voltage-on scattering state,
while it maintained a clear state (3.5% haze) in the voltage-off
state. The default clear state is particularly useful for window
applications since no electrical power is needed to maintain a
window view. The device switches at least 100,000 times without
degradation of the optical contrast and shows a high temperature
tolerance. Meanwhile, a 40 × 50 cm2 window has been developed
in a generation 2.5 (G2.5) industrial production line. Our results
reveal that PSLC smart windows with excellent optical characters
can potentially be produced on an industrial scale. This makes
these windows appealing as switching privacy glass in buildings
and automobiles, and architectural aesthetics aspects.

EXPERIMENTAL

The PSLC mixtures were made by mixing diacrylate monomer
RM82 (purchased from HCCH), photoinitiator Irgacure 651 (pur-
chased from HEOWNS), and a liquid crystal with a negative dielec-
tric constant HNG30400 (Δε = −8.3, Δn = 0.149, purchased from
HCCH). Cells were constructed from ITO-covered glass plates
which were separated by uniformly dispersed glass spheres with a
diameter of 5–65 μm to control cell spacing and glued together
using Norland optical adhesive (NOA65), with a slight offset to pro-
vide access to the ITO electrode for the electrical contact.
Homeotropic alignment was achieved by applying a homeotropic PI
to the slides prior to cell construction. Capillary action was used to
fill the 3 × 3 cm2 cells. These filled cells were then exposed to UV
light with an intensity of 27 mw/cm2 for 3 min to induce UV poly-
merization. Vacuum filling was used to fill the 40 × 50 cm2 cell. For
the UV curing process, in pilot line, we have a customized UV cur-
ing machine with the active area of 500 × 600 mm2, which was
shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information. After filling the cell,
we transferred the cell into the UV curing machine to polymerize
with the same condition as did in the lab.
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The PSLC samples were studied using a polarizing optical micro-
scope. The transmittance spectrum was measured using an Ocean
Optics USB 4000 spectrometer. Haze was measured using a haze
meter (CS-700). The morphology of the polymer network was char-
acterized using an SEM (ZEISS Ultra 55). To prepare the samples
for SEM, the backsides of the glass substrates were first cut to get
symmetric scratches. Cells were made using these substrates and
filled with the PSLC mixture. After polymerization, the cells were
soaked in cyclohexane for 6 days to remove the liquid crystal.
Finally, the cells were put into an oven to evaporate the solvent, and
then frozen with liquid nitrogen to break them into a few pieces of
small cells. The small cell was used to measure a cross-sectional view
SEM after a thin layer of gold was applied to the section of the cell.
For top view SEM measurements, the small cell was split, leaving
only the polymer network on the glass substrate, and a thin layer of
gold was applied to the polymer network.
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